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This work arose out of a concem for those aspects of 
mathematical competence which are of general value and 
usefulness to the majority of people We were aware of the 
widespread use of graphical representations of situations in 
the sciences, and indeed, in everyday economic affairs; 
some of these uses in other school subjects appear in Ling 
[1977] We felt that the treatment of this topic in the 
mathematics cuniculum was generally underdeveloped, and 
related too much to specialised mathematical techniques, 
such as the solution of equations by reading off points of 
intersection of two graphs. This is pruticularly true of the 
secondary school curriculum British prirnru:y schools often 
do exploit some of the practical uses of graphs Indeed, one 
of the fust guides produced by the Nuffield Mathematics 
Project in Britain was entitled Pictorial Representation It 
described work in which data hum various everyday situa
tions ~ such as the takings at a cinema box office over the 
course of a week - were represented by block m line 
graphs, and the story told by the graph was then discussed 
and written The graph was used to expose features of the 
situation not immediately obvious from the numerical data 
By contrast, the graphical work in currently popular secon
dary school courses consists mainly of relatively brief 
treatments of travel graphs, mainly composed of line seg
ments, and, in some comses, more extensive wmk on the 
rather specialised use of graphs fm optimisation in linear 
programming situations 

It might perhaps be considered that the ability to use 
graphs as a language for these purposes is sufficiently well 
developed in primary schools, and that further specific 
teaching is not required in the secondary school; that is, 
until, say, the introduction of the technical apparatus of 
calculus fOr determining maxima and minima and fOr 
sketching curves from equations. 'The work to be repmted in 
this paper will show that, in fact, most secondary pupils ar·e 
weak in the ability to interpret global graphical features so 
as to extract infOrmation about many everyday and scien
tific situations In undertaking this work, we had the aim of 
developing some teaching material to fill this gap The mat
erial was used initially in exploratory interviews, to clarify 
the nature of the difficulties experienced by pupils in this 
field, as well as to see how readily they were able to learn 
the necessary skills and concepts A full account of this 
work apperus in the second author's PhD. thesis [Janvier, 
1978a] Discussion of one aspect of the work- the effect 
of personal experience of the situation underlying the graph 
-has appeared elsewhere [Janvier, 1981] A description 
and discussion of the teaching experiment (see below) has 
appeared in conference proceedings [Janvier, 1978b] The 
present article attempts to give an outline of the work as a 
whole and its main outcomes 

Graphs in the curriculum 
We shall begin by reviewing in a little more detail the inci
dence of graphical wmk in current British school courses, 
and the outcomes of previous general surveys of graphical 
understanding In the primary school, in spite of the consid
erable encouragement to emphasise graphical work, which 
has resulted in increased activity, it appears that block and 
bar· graphs predominate over line graphs in genet al use, and 
discussion is usually based on point reading_~ , with a little 
comparison, but rarely treats global features, such as the 
general shape of the graph, intervals of rise or fall, or of 
maximum increase. These "global features" became the 
focus of interest in our work [Bettis and Brown 1976; Read 
1970; Ward 1979] An example from the AP:U Primruy 
Survey of II year olds [Fox man eta/, 1980] shows a typical 
piece of work. (See table on next page ) 90-95% of pupils 
here could identify the greatest and least heights of the bars, 
and 45% could compar·e increases for the srune girls be
tween the graphs. Another question from the same section 
of the survey shows the well known difficulty of interpolat
ing between the numbered grid-lines on a conversion graph 
connecting old and new prices. 

In the extensively used SMP secondary school course 
(Books A to Z), the use of Cartesian graphs to represent 
functions is somewhat delayed, on account of the wish to 
begin the study of functions with relations and arrow dia
grams The graphs of relations such as y ~ x + 2, and of the 
'slide-rule' graph y ~ 2' come in the second year, well 
before graphs of practical situations, such as the weight and 
cost of minced meat, the petrol left in a tank and distance 
travelled, or the travel graphs of pupils' journeys to school 

The earliest work is on plotting points and on identifying 
regions such as.x > 2, y ~ 3 In the third year, regions such 
as x + 2y ~ 6 are considered in connection with linear 
programming problems and their solution sets. When for
mulae such as A = 3r 2 , y = .x 2 - 2x are graphed, also in the 
third year, it is in order to solve equations, not to study the 
form of the function Later, in the fourth orfifth years, more 
realistic graphs appear, but this is for the purpose of cal
culating gradients and ar·eas under the graph In the statis
tics chapters, more real-life data is used, but still the graphs 
ar·e used to display infmmation, not fm the elabmation of 
the properties of the underlying situation Thus the defini
tion of function as a set of ordered pairs, the technicalities 
of using graphs to solve equations, and the rather difficult 
and highly specialised use of graphs for linear programming 
occupy the bulk of the time, and there is little or no attention 
to global graph-reading and interpretation 

The South Nottinghrunshire Project material for ages 
11-13 [Bell, Wigley and Rooke, 1978] is one of the few 
courses presenting a substtmtially different approach, and 
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one more in accord with the need we are arguing The 
teachers' notes introduce this topic thus: 

A conventional approach is to construct a table of val
ues and then to plot a graph . Much less easy is to 
anticipate the type of variation to be expected 1he 
main objectives of this topic therefore are to identify 

and desciibe the way the numbers will vary in different 
situations and to relate this to a sketch graph 

Let us emphasise the fact that, here, functions are more than 
a subset of ordered pairs but ''a definite connection between 
two things which change, also called variables'' 

After an introduction to prerequisite notions in MF 1 , 
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MF2, MF3 and MF4 (to be described later), MF5, 6 and 7 
bring in worksheets built on the following scheme: 
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The idea of using this notion of vatiation together with 
sketching a graph allows the pupil to go directly from a 
situation to its graph and the feedback from his teacher 
is the way of ensuring that the translation process 
(situation-graph) really takes place On the other hand, 
MF7 presents the pupil with a vatiety of graphs illustrating 
different types of vatiation This exercise, and MF8, help to 
develop the basic subskills on which the patticulat tiansla
tion skills - graph<-'>situation, graph+->equation - may be 
built later on 
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P.upils' conceptions and difficulties 
By fat the most extensive study of pupils' concepts of 
graphs, prior to the present work, is that of Kerslake [1977] 
for the project Concepts in Secondaty Mathematics and Sci
ence based at Chelsea College, London [Hat!, 1980]. This 
tested a representative sample of some 1400 pupils, of the 
2nd, 3rd and 4th yeats in British secondary schools It 
showed that 

(I) reading and plotting points was successfully done by 
90-95% ofpupils 

(2) interpolation and the use of decimals reduce facility to 
70% and 30-35%, while the infinity of possible points on a 
line was appreciated by only I 0-20% 

(3) with regatd to gradients, the link gradient<-congruent 
tiiangles (for the steps) is grasped by 30-35% and the rela
tionship equal gradient -parallel by only 5-l 0% 

( 4) the relation between straight lines and their equations 
was understood by 5-30% (depending on age) 

(5) graphs representing situations are readily misinter
preted whenever pictorial aspects conflict with correct 
meanings 

In the present study, the first task used for the exploration of 
pupils' graph reading capacities was based on a pair of 
graphs of height and weight increases of boys and girls from 
the ages of 0 to 20 The finally developed written version of 
this task is shown .. (See next page.) 
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6 By how ~:~any kilogrammea does the ave>:age weight of girls increase 

between age 3 and age B? 

7 At what age do the girls pUt on 

Weight most rapidly? 

The questions begin by requhing simply point-reading, then 
three types of interval-reading (specifically, an open ended 
x-interval corresponding to a given open-ended y-interval, 
an x-intetval defined hy a compatative condition (G > B), a 
y-increase cotresponding to a given (two-ended)x-intetval), 
and finally a point of greatest rate of increase. 

In the form of this task used in the exploratory inter
views, after initial familiatisation by point-reading, the 
main question was put, "Outing which one yeat petiod do 
we have the latgest increase in the boys' weight?" If this 
was not understood, the pupil was asked leading questions 
about what were the increases between age 5 and 6, and 
between age 6 and 7 Two main obsetvations were made. 
First, the greatest increase question was often frrst answered 
by (15,20) or (17 ,20), modified after a reminder about a one 
yeat petiod being requited to (19,20), 01 (17,18). The 
greatest increase, it seemed, had to be connected with the 
greatest value This "increase vs value" distraction reap
peared constantly in this and other tasks The second obser
vation was that increases, when needed, were generally 
obtained by refening back to the axes, reading off the val
ues and subtracting them More sophisticated methods, 
such as reading the difference directly from the scale on the 
axis, without subtraction, or reading it even more directly 
from the gtid in the body of the graph, were rarely used . 

This example illusttates most of the "global features" 

which we found to be of interest and the understanding of 
which was studied in futther situations In addition to these, 
some other aspects of understanding also emerged as impor
tant in these further situations It may be helpful to list all 
these aspects now, before presenting the situations which 
embody them They are, (repeating the first for complete
ness), 

(I) the recognition of global features by a progression 
from point reading to interval and to gtadient reading; 

(2) measuring intetvals or gradients and comparing inter
vals or gradients; 

(3) interpolation, both within the set of integer points, 
and also when it is necessaty to extend the number system 
to include ftactional points; 

(4) vatious distractors, in patticulat pictotial disttactors, 
when the shape of the graph is confused with that of the hill 
being climbed or the race track being ttaversed; and situa
tional distiactors, when expetience of the situation inter
feres with attention to the meanings of the absttact features 
of the graph; 

(5) the process of interaction between graph and situa
tion, in which in the course of extiacting meaning, the 
situation itself gradually becomes less dominant as the 
graphical features themselves become the embodiments of 
the meanings acquired 

To illusttate these aspects, other tasks must be desctibed 

Microbes ptesented the gtaphs of the numbers of two 
populations of microbes in a labotatory culture, in relation 
to theii times of feeding 

TWO MICFIOB'E CU~TURES 

A 

• 

---------~-~------------~ 0 • • • " 10 ,. ; • " • 10 0 

"""~' "'"' """""' 

(This question was given to first yeat pupils as patt of the 
teaching expetiment post-test.) Two of the questions asked 
about this situation were patticulatly discriminating. The 
first was, "When is population B greater than population 
A?" This was answered wrongly at fhst by II out of 17 of 
the pupils, though three of these quickly cmrected them
selves when theh answer was quetied .. The main difficulty 
was in giving an intetval rathet than a point response; the 
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point given was generally the maximum of B, i .. e .. about 8 
or 9 pm . There were also comparisons between the value of 
B being greater than that of A, and the difference B - A 
being greater at some points than at others; the presence of 
minima fm A and B was also a distraction. The following 
extract shows some of these difficulties 

lNT: 'lind whom is population 8 larger than population A?' 

KER: w .. u ~t 8 o clock <1t 1>ight 

INT: 

KER: 

IN'l: 

KER: 

''But is it still larger let's sal} at noon i><>r>ulation B?' 

'"" 
'Over which period o£ time is popul.~tion B large;,; thi!ll 
population A?" 

Er well in the aftermxm Oh, not afternO<m So 'clock 
at night Er 

This pupil, even with further prompting, never succeeded in 
giving an interval The second most discriminating question 
was, "Which population is growing the faster between (a) 
midnight and 6 am, (b) I pm and midnight?" Responses 
here showed fully the confusion among rate of increase 
(gradient), amount of increase (interval) and greatest value 
The following extract illustrates this 

/1[1: A grows [ast.o·r no it. s /l (tjuicki!J) not A 

IN!: /low do you t•Kplain th~t? 

Mil: W<Jil it looks. U>at 's tryinq '" l'llt !l'>u off it s not 
growing taster lmt lt s growing more tl~al. is steeper 

you know it s fairl!l straight 

INl': It ffl"-'.UIS w/Je•n .its steeper it grows mora rapidly 

1111: Yes But, when its higller it's got more growth. It 
grows 111ore ••• that's (A) grCNing raj>idly but that s 
growing a lot (IJ) 

Here the attempt at verbalisation develops confusions in 
what was apparently a correct initial insight. .. Growing 
faster" and "growing more" are in conflict. This question 
was answered cmrectly by 2 out of 10 pupils, and, after a 
prompt, by a further 3 As well as being asked these specific 
questions, pupils were asked, "How do these populations 
vary over this period How do they react to this food 
diet?'' This led to some cases of misinterpretation of the 
graph as an "eating cmve", the rises representing the con
sumption of food This task provides two questions which, 
along with others to be described, determine the rough 
hierar·chy of difficulty of the various global feautres; it also 
gives the above example of situational distraction 

Interpolation was not required very extensively in the 
tasks used The main occmrence was in Flower (see 
below), where the height half way through a week is re
quested This requires estimating the y-value of an un
marked point, between grid lines This item was used in 
pre- and post-tests for the teaching experiment and showed 
a marked increase in both taught classes, from 8 to 13 (out 
of 22) in the ''graphs'' group and I I to 16 out of 22 in the 
"tables" group This receives comment below Here we 
note that most of the errors gave the end-values 7 or lO 
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instead of the mid-way value; and that this item is of the 
same order of difficulty as the "when is B > A" item 
discussed above. 

Jane planted some flowers in her qarden, and measured one particular 
one every week, rbis is a qraph of its qrowth: 

• 

' 

IO • 
• 

• 

Did it qrow all the time at the same rate? 

Durinq which week did it qrow fastest? The week endinq 

Estimate the heiqht of the flower half way through 

the week endinq on 5 June 

What do you think happened in the week endinq July 3? 

' 

Situational distraction has been referred to; this and pic
torial distraction are both illustrated by the Racing Car 
task In this, the graph represented the speed of a racing car 
going round a track; the questions were to decide the 
number of bends, and the shape of the track Several forms 
of this task were used, some involving drawing speed 
graphs for given simple shapes of track, as well as tracks for 
given graphs. The form we discuss here is shown below; the 
correct track had to he selected from those given 

• 
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Ilack G was a favourite first choice (pictmial distraction) 
When the 3-bend shapes had been selected, the choice in
volved recognition of the relevance both of the depths of the 
dips in the speed graph and also of then placing in relation 
to the strut. (A fuller discussion of this situation is contained 
in the ruticle [Janvier, 1981] mentioned above) 

The task Vending Machine shows a number of fea
tlll'es - the development of grid-reading, and difficulties 
associated with discontinuities (the graph disapperu·s); but it 
is described here mainly for the way it illustrates the pro
gressive UIUavelling of the stmy the graph has to tell. The 
graph represents the amount of mineral drunk in a factmy 
vending machine at times during the cour·se of a week 

Successful responses were classified according to two 
criteria. Some pupils were very systematic in their reading, 
going flom 8 till5 and describing all the drops, while others 
only picked up the dinner drop and had to be asked addi
tional questions However systematic they were, they could 
read each drop more or leH absolutely, namely: each drop 
could be "measured as a number" (12 litres drunk. ) 01 

compared to the others (they drink more, less ) 
Let us give a tew examples 

(I) systematic, absolute 

BAR. "From 8 till 9.30 there are 40 litres in the 
machine. At half-past nine, the worker.s start to 
drink They drink. er . 35 5 4.5 litres Af
terwards they don't drink till er 12 And then 
at 130, there is 16 5 litres in the machine So, 
they drank (a calculation) 19litres . 

(2) non-systematic, relative 

CRA "It drops quite a lot from 12 till130 But in the 
morning it does not drop so much '' 

(3) semi-systematic, absolute 

JAM There is 40 litres in the morning and there is 
14 at the end." (The rest goes on with absolute 
values) 

Other responses simply read off values of the amount of 
liquid on each hoUI' ignming the amounts between Another 
difficulty lay in the fact that drinking, thought of as a posi
tive action, had to be associated with a fall in the graph 
Several responses were of the type, "the quantity went up 
from 14 to 40" The discontinuity on Friday created several 
problems. By several pupils it was initially 'seen as a gap 
where the curve suddenly disappeared and this was ac
counted for by such statements as "It ran out", "It's 
empty" or "It broke down" Even when the gap was seen 
to be a jump rather than simply a disappearance, it still 
proved hru'd to associate this with a refill of the machine 
The comparisons required by the questions whether more 
liquid was drunk on one day than another and in the after
noon than in the morning, are most directly solved by mov
ing the segment of the graph by eye and compruing it, and a 
number of pupils leruned this skill in the course of answer
ing the nine questions through which they were taken, but in 
many cases their earlier responses showed the phenomenon 
of attraction to high values which has been mentioned 
above Here it took the form of assuming that the graph 

Quantity : , 
(l~tres) .,· VENDING MACHINE IN A FACTORY 

" 
\ 

'':!, ', 
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which began higher was the one associated with the greater 
consumption (i e Friday afternoon as against Thursday) 

We see here again clearly how graphical interpretation is 
a progressive integration of the various pieces of graphical 
information with the situational background The associa
tions drop=drink, plateau=not drinking, zero 
plateau= empty, jump= refill all have to be formed into a 
usable language, and then combined to describe the week's 
events. Their formation and use are strongly facilitated by 
the ability to translate segments bodily, and to employ direct 
grid-reading of differences parallel to both axes 

Then there is a progressive interaction of graph and situa
tion in which the fmmer steadily grows in richness of mean
ing This is typically not achieved by a systematic working 
through the graph, point by point or section by section, but 
by a scanning process in which some parts acquire meaning 
first and are then used to help understand other parts 

A comparative teaching experiment 
In view of the above analysis we decided to attempt a teach
ing experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of a language 
approach to the learning of graphical interpretation We 
devised a rich setting in which the pupils would be encour
aged to speak meaningfully the graphical language rather 
than to write a systematic series of lessons which would 
"grammatically" present a set of identified skills To 
"speak meaningfully" means to use (and learn) a language 
in relation to a rich environment in which the links between 
the language and the situational facts ar·e diversified and 
numerous while both get mutually richer and more complex 
as a result of the ongoing feedback process involved in 
learning any language 

A language approach is in essence indirect and natural 
The best analogy we can use to characterise it is that of a 
child learning his mother tongue No lists of words are 
referred to by his mother, no catalogues of grammatical 
fOrms But the contact with his environment "supervised" 
by his mother "makes it happen " 

Having in mind to use this approach, we organised, with 
a science teacher, a series of experiments to be canied out in 
a science laboratory and during which the pupils would 
have to use graphs meaningfully (in relation with the ex
perimental facts) For instance, in one experiment they were 
asked to heat up water and take the temperatme every thirty 
seconds This gave a graph for each group of pupils (2 or 3 
pupils) The shape of the graph was then discussed, the 
various gradients were related to the "hotness" of each 
flame Also, the "graphical consequences of not stirring, of 
reading too late the thermometer, of adjusting the flame . , 
were equally discussed In short, in comparing all the 
graphs, the teacher and the pupil "spoke" the graphical 
language in relation with the experimental facts 

A second group carried out the same seiies of experi
ments They recorded their results as tables rather than 
graphs but discussed them in the same way with their 
teacher and classmates 

Sample 
The classes were two first year secondary classes, aged 
about 12 years, normally taught by the same teacher, who 
also conducted the teaching for the experiment They 
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covered a wide range of ability 

Criterion test 
Conclusions were to be mainly drawn from observation of 
the teaching, but pre- and post-tests were used, consisting 
of two tasks (six marked items) similar to those discussed 
above Further tasks, both written and in interview form 
were used as an additional post-test ' 

Teaching material and procedure 
During the nine 55-minute lessons, four experiments were 
carried out by the pupils: Heating Up Water (I lesson), 
Cooling Boiling Water (I Yz lessons), Stretching Rubber 
Bauds (2\/z lessons) and Filling Bottles (2lessons) The first 
has been briefly described above. Pupils were subdivided 
into groups of 2 or 3, and each group had to plot their data 
on an already scaled transparency Class discussions or
ganised at the end of the lessons were made more profitable 
as the transparencies could be compar·ed by superposition 
Comparisons between the crnves of three different groups 
were then immediate. Small steps fOrming a ''staircase'' 
were drawn on these graphs to facilitate study of the 
changes in gradient. 

Differences in steepness between graphs were discussed 
and attributed to the different flames of the burners; kinks 
were similarly traced to late readings, taking the thermome
ter out of the water, or failure to stir The other experiments 
were dealt with similarly In the case of Stretching Rubber 
Bauds, the lengths with different weights hung on were 
recorded, short/long and thin/thick bands were distin
guished by their consequent graphical features; also noted 
was the permanent extension caused by over-stretching. 
The Bottles task consisted of recording the increase of 
height when water flowed at a constant rate into bottles of 
varying shape 

Despite the interest of nearly all pupils, it soon became 
clear that the discussion at the end of each lesson although 
meant to be a synthesis for everyone, was not the occasion 
for a personal reflection on each question raised. A series of 
"synthesis exercises" was then designed with the intention 
of bringing about some fruitful reasoning or the experi
ments One example of such exercises for each group 
(graph and table) is shown below The exercise about filling 
crnves turned out to be very difficult for the pupils 
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Results and comments 

Possible differences on the pre/post tests, between the 
"graphs" and the "tables" groups, were looked for, par
ticularly under the following headings 

Reading skills 
Here we noted no real difference between the two groups 
This suggests that the reading skills already mastered by the 
pupils of both groups have been successfully extended to 
deal with the more complex cases of the tests 

Interpolation 
The fact that the table group did better suggests that the 
notion of completeness requires more than situational famil
iarity to develop Even though interpolation is simply a 
graphical artefact, it requires some thinking to be triggered 
and, apparently, this thinking is not fostered by the lan
guage approach, even extended over nine lessons. Since the 
table group improved more, we ar·e tempted to put forward 
the idea that "numerical awareness is central in 
interpolation'' 

Fastest rate of change 
On this topic, the "graph" group on the whole made a 
slightly better performance than the table group, although 
this was not statistically significant. The mean score of the 
graph group on the Flower problem improved because a 
significant number of pupils no longer confused "grow 
fast" and "be tall" 

Graphical awareness 
The Racing Car problem has shown that pupils of the 
graph group were more aware of the symbolic value of the 
graph in refusing to select the "distractor tracks" We are 
led to conclude that the "graph approach" is better at de
veloping "graphical awar·eness", as expected 

Associating gradient with a situational feature 
The notion of steadiness was developed significantly more 
by the graph approach than by the table one The associa
tion of the gradient with the "hotness" of the flame appears 
to have been handled more efficiently by the graph group. 
On other items, easy questions showed no differences but 
on more difficult items above average pupils of the graph 
group did better 

Teaching observations 
The teaching method used proved to be astonishingly suc
cessful most of all in that the personalised results plotted on 
transpar·encies were displayable in front of all and appro
priate for direct comparisons. But, as il ne faut pas abuser 
des bonnes chases, after a month or so its effect appear·ed to 
be less sttiking, even though it enabled the teacher to keep 
the pupils more attentive than conventional methods do. 

As mentioned earlier, the need for worksheets of indi
vidual exercises was felt, right at the first lesson. Despite 
their genuine interest in the discussions, only a minotity of 
the pupils were really making the effort necessary to spell 
out in graphical (or tabular) terms their results and those of 
the other teams 

The positive features of the "table approach" did not 
take long to stand out, even though it must be said that 
the table group always followed the graph group. 
Consequently, the teacher was well guided in his synthesis 
and study of the tables using a pattern of analysis, so to 
speak, built up during the previous graph lesson But, on 
the whole, it was observed that the series of changes are 
more noticeable on tables, since the pupils have a greater 
familiarity with numbers It appeared clearly that a table of 
data with all its differences is very appealing to pupils and 
does not require as many "explanations" as the staircase 
does Let us quote the log-book 

''A firm conviction today that the tables have provided 
a better source of discussion that the graphs But I am 
not sure that i't is intrinsically true since groups are 
different, the teacher looks at the tables graph-wise 
and altogether he gets along better with the second 
group" 

But doubts seem to have gradually faded out: 

"A table is a nice way to encapsulate a set of results 
and pupils like to look at it I think that in a real 
teaching scheme both tables and graphs should be 
used'' 

As mentioned before, the use of tables proved a powerful 
tool to study "how variables change" The results conclu
sively show that the table approach certainly spelled out 
many ideas to the extent of making possible transfers from 
tables to graphs. Consequently, results suggest that the use 
of tables should be included in our graph teaching scheme 

The results suggest even more It seems evident that more 
analytical ingredients should be injected in the "graph lan
guage approach" which stresses synthetic elements We 
believe that this should mainly come in mathematics rather 
than science lessons For instance, graph-reading techni
ques could be more seriously developed in mathematics. 
Also, we think that complex graphs should be introduced 
and ana~ysed in graphical terms without reference to situa
tions Such activities (learning or teaching) would represent 
a sort of backing grammatical support to the language ap
proach For example, the language of growth would be this 
way also developed at a more analytical level, completing 
the synthetic approach. 
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